GALLERY #3

Burning Man’s Global Reach

The Regional Network

Burners Without Borders

1) Burners without Borders t-shirt commemorating Hurricane Katrina disaster relief project, 2005

Loan courtesy of Christopher Breedlove

2) Photographs by Christopher Breedlove of the Buddhist Temple in Biloxi, Mississippi that Burners helped to rebuild following Hurricane Katrina, 2005

3) Photograph by Christopher Breedlove of Hurricane Sandy aftermath, 2012

Loan courtesy of Christopher Breedlove

4) Chart illustrating global impact of Burners without Borders, 2005

Loan courtesy of Christopher Breedlove

5) Burners without Borders t-shirt commemorating Hurricane Sandy disaster relief project, 2012

6) Burners without Borders patches, pin, and belt buckle

Loan courtesy of Christopher Breedlove

7) Photograph by Christopher Breedlove of Burners arriving in Tacloban, Philippines following Typhoon Haiyan, 2013

Loan courtesy of Christopher Breedlove

8) Photograph by Christopher Breedlove of Typhoon Haiyan aftermath in Tacloban, Philippines, 2013
Loan courtesy of Christopher Breedlove

9) Regional Network Map showing the locations of Burning Man regional events around the world, 2016
Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project

10) Letter of Understanding from Burning Man Project to Regional Contacts, 2017
Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project

11) Global Leadership Conference program materials, 2017
Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project

12) Patches, stickers, and swag collected from regional Burning Man events
Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project

**Powering Nevada: 10 Years of Black Rock Solar**

1) Black Rock Solar playa sign, not dated
Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Black Rock Solar

2) Admission Ticket for the first environmentally-themed Burning Man, The Green Man, 2007
Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Michael Mikel

3) Photograph by Marnee Benson of the Green Man Crew following installation of solar panels to power the Man, 2007
Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Black Rock Solar
4) Aerial photograph of three solar panel installations on the Pyramid Lake Paiute Reservation, 2010
Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Black Rock Solar

5) Black Rock Solar commemorative t-shirt, not dated
Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Black Rock Solar

6) Aerial photograph of solar panel installation at Gerlach School utilizing panels from The Green Man on the playa, and Washoe County School District general plans for solar installation
Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Black Rock Solar

7) Black Rock Solar stickers and patches
Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Black Rock Solar

8) Students at O’Brien Middle School in Reno conduct a science experiment as part of Black Rock Solar’s education program, 2012
Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Black Rock Solar

9) Rocks collected by Black Rock Solar crewmember Eli Smith from every site that the nonprofit organization installed solar panels, 2007-2016
Loan courtesy of Eli Smith

Into the Future: An Organization Evolves

1) LLC filing documents establishing Black Rock City LLC, 1999
Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project
2) *Photograph taken by Karen Kuehn of Black Rock City LLC Founders, Will Roger Peterson, Crimson Rose, Michael Mikel, Larry Harvey, Harley K. Dubois, and Marian Goodell, 2013*

Photograph courtesy of Burning Man Project

3) *First Internal Revenue Service Form 990 filed for the Burning Man Project after its transition from corporation to nonprofit status, 2013*

Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project

4) *First Burning Man Project Board of Directors, 2010*

(Left to right): Mike Farrah, Leo Villareal, Will Roger Peterson, Jennifer Raiser, David Walker, Crimson Rose Peterson, Chip Conley, Kay Morrison, Larry Harvey, Marian Goodell, Rae Richman, Harley K. Dubois, Terry Gross, Mercedes Martinez, Chris Bently; (seated): Michael Mikel, Chris Weitz

Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project

5) *Photograph by Michael Garlington of Marian Goodell, the first CEO and Chief Engagement Officer of Burning Man Project, 2008*

Loan courtesy of Marian Goodell

6) *Photograph by Stewart Harvey of Fly Geyser enjoyed by Burning Man attendees, 1995*

Loan courtesy of the artist

7) *Aerial photograph of Fly Geyser taken by Will Roger Peterson, 2015*

Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of Will Roger Peterson

8) *Map of Fly Ranch, 2016*

Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
Gift of David Walker

9) *Aerial photograph taken by Sashwa Burrous & Justin Lewis of Fly Geyser, 2016*

Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project
10) *Mineral deposits, often called “pearls,” retrieved from the ponds surrounding Fly Geyser over the past two decades, 1995-present*
Loan courtesy of Will Roger Peterson and Michael Mikel

11) *Purchase Deed for 3,800-acre Fly Ranch acquired by Burning Man Project, 2016*
Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project

12) *Digitally-generated concept drawing of Fly Geyser by Android Jones, 2014*
Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project

13) *Fly Ranch postcard produced by Burning Man Project, 2016*
Loan courtesy of Burning Man Project